Whitepaper

Disclaimer
‘Kringlz’ is a social project focused on pushing the boundaries of
what is considered ‘the norm.’ In Season 1 we focus on a uniquely
long presale and large NFT giveaways during the 3 day
timeframe. We hope to establish a community of equally unique
minds that can grow with us and help push these boundaries. As
well, it is well known of the NFT communities to carry some of
the strongest bonds. By merging ‘the different’ with ‘beautiful
kinships and kindness’ we can forge ‘The glow of Christmas’ that
sparks happiness through the hearts of all.
It is to be warned, that even though the Kringlz Team is a group
of highly experienced developers, crypto currency investing can
be a very finicky beast. Price points are at the whim of BTC
markets and token holders alike. Like any other type of investing,
it is HIGHLY recommended you DYOR and only invest what you
are able to financially lose.
Wishing you the best this Christmas season.

Love,
The Kringlz
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Backstory

Ole Kris Kringlz has a serious soft spot for his loveable misfits. But the truth is, back home
in the North Pole this group of characters is known exactly as that… trouble making
misfits. ‘The Kringlz’ aren’t your average toy building elves, not in the slightest. They
generally stick together, playing their music too loud, enjoying unusual substance and
playing with tech that is almost unearthly.
Naturally as a group of brilliant minds
they gravitated toward each other
through adolescence. Lucky enough, an
“All for 1 and 1 for all” mentality was able to
generally keep them out of trouble, as
much as they were in it. At a young age of
69 years old, these guys and gals were
melting servers and hijacking the Starlink
Satellite launch causing mischief just to
fill their humdrum lives. The mechanics of
Blockchain is an everyday tool for these
elves.

Deep rooted into their toy minting and
tracking records, their new system quickly
outdated Kris’s old school pen and paper.
Records updated by the second on how
many toys had been minted, which elves
worked the fastest and immediate payment
made in ‘KRNGL’ for each toy created. As
much as ‘The Kringlz’ are viewed as a little
bit of a black sheep group, the elf
community loves them and they all agree
things couldn’t run smoother with them
around.

Present (no pun intended)
With the North Pole running smoother
than it ever has, Kris found himself
spending bountiful time with his beloved
‘Kringlz.’ There was some serious hangout
time between the late-night jam
sessions, game competitions and NFT
artwork night. NFTs hold a special spot in
the hearts of these little degens and they
knew it was time to try something a little
different for Christmas.

Season 1:

Introducing the 3 days of Christmas
With a never seen before, 3-day presale, the goal of the Kringlz is to reward a
growing community and shine some much-needed light into some NFT
communities that are extraordinary.

Private Sale:

· 150 BNB HC
· Private Sale rate - 560,000
KRNGL/BNB
· Minimum contribution 0.5 BNB,
Maximum 1 BNB
· 2 NFT giveaways.
· #1 NFT = Large value, #2 NFT =
medium value.
· NFT giveaway #1 via draw for the
first 75 investors that contribute 1 BNB.
· NFT giveaway #2 via draw for the
following 75 investors that contribute
1BNB.

Presale:

KYC PinkSale Presale
· Whitelist
· 300 SC / 600 HC
· Presale rate - 550,000 KRNGL/BNB
· Minimum contribution 0.1 BNB
Maximum contribution 2 BNB
· Presale start: Dec 22th
· Presale finalization: Dec 24th
· 3-day presale. 3 NFT Giveaways
(+/-$1000 value each)
· Only 200 BNB contributions are
available per day to whitelisted wallets.
(Ex. Dec 22th 200 BNB available, Dec
23th 200 BNB available, Dec 24th 200
BNB)

Daily NFT giveaway draw
Purchase 1 BNB worth of presale to get 1 entry into that
days NFT giveaway draw
·

Submit contribution proof to team

·

Draws will be made the following day and winner
will be announced (Note: Seeing as Pinksale has a
emergency withdraw funds function, it will be
necessary for us to hold the NFTs until presale
finalization to confirm the winning entry did not remove
funds from presale)
·

Everyday a new NFT giveaway will be revealed

Launch
(Dec 27th)
69% liquidity from presale will be moved to Pancake Swap
and KRINGLZ will officially be launched. Remaining liquidity
is used for the NFT giveaways and rewarding the community
for holding until Season 2.0 of the ‘Kringlz’ (December 2022)
Public Sale rate – 540,000 KRNGL/BNB
The ‘Kringlz’ brought you guys an extra special NFT giveaway
for launch, valued at over $10,000
·
Giveaway executed via draw
·
1 BNB purchase = 1 entry, 2 BNB purchase = 2 entries, 3
BNB purchase = 3 entries and so on. There is no limit to the
amount of entries you can make
·
Purchase must be made within 48 hours of launch
·
Purchase must be held for 96 hours from time of
purchase
·
Purchase proof must be sent to the team for draw entry

Tokenomics
8% of every transaction will be redistributed to all holders in the
form of Binance Pegged BUSD. Rewards will automatically be
paid out when there are enough funds for “Gas Fees'' stored on
the contract. All funds for the rewards are stored and distributed
on the contract so there is no “Rewards Pool” in the team’s
control.
·
2% of every transaction is transferred into Liquidity Pool on
Pancake Swap
·
2% of every transaction is transferred into the smart contract
for a “manual” and strategic buy back. Once again, all funds for
the manual buyback are stored directly on the contract and the
team doesn’t have access to these funds.
·
2% of every transaction will go directly into the marketing
wallet for token marketing and community growth.

&

Token Supply
Allocation

Total Supply : 815, 815, 815 (HO, HO, HO)
Presale + Liquidity
Private Sale
Team
Marketing
Ecosystem
Burn

69%
5%
3%
8%
10%
5%

562,912,912
40,790,791
24,474,474
65,265,265
81,581,581
40,790,791

KRNGL
KRNGL
KRNGL
KRNGL
KRNGL
KRNGL

Thank You!
We want to express our gratitude
for joining us in this merry journey!
Stay tuned for more announcements
and updates!

Contract : 0x386BA29489Bf25b9d1d5862662E4b014A9e8959C
Contract created and audited by: SAFU
http://staysafu.org/audits/kringlz

